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DEAR ALUMNI OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BREMEN,

 

 

the first edition of our newsletter in a new design. Not only the outer appearance has changed, the content has, too,

because we would like more exchange, dialogue, and integration.

We want our members to become co-creators. It is our goal to keep the network vivid and start an in-depth discussion

with each other. Present your activities. Use the chance to invite, to inform, or to share with us your personal

memories and experiences. 

I hope you enjoy reading, discovering, and browsing through this edition.

Yours

Derk Schönfeld

 

   

 

 
ALUMNI-NEWS  

 

 

 

NEW AND NEWLY REFURBISHED...

… is something that is frequently seen on campus – but also the alumni of

the University of Bremen can now enjoy the new design of our newsletter.

Read in a focused manner and browse the wide array of information in our

new newsletter – simply according to your personal interest. Read more...

 

 

 

 

https://www.uni-bremen.de/alumni
https://dialog.uni-bremen.de/email/testPreview/simulateMailingFunction/267
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/newsletter/alumni-news/new-and-newly-refurbished.html


  

  

  

  

 

ON AN ESPRESSO WITH… CHRISTOPH RANZE, MANAGING
DIRECTOR AT ENCOWAY, BREMEN

It was a very detailed espresso – the top mid-tier employer (according to

Focus magazine) had a lot to say. Christoph Ranze neither was born nor

grew up in Bremen. He, a farmer’s son from Lower Saxony, came to Bremen

being specialized in AI after studying at the University of Applied Sciences in

Trier. Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

CAREER PROSPECTS WITH ALUMNI: FIFTEEN ALUMNI
BECOME SALARY NEGOTIATION PROFESSIONALS

Salary negotiations – a fascinating and above all important topic for a

successful career, we thought. Therefore, on February 17, fifteen alumni

came together to become professionals at salary negotiations under the

instruction of Michael Blochberger and Heidrun Dahlmann. Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

SEA SHEPHERD – NETWORKING LIKE PIRATES

On Reeder-Bischoff-Straße in Bremen-Vegesack, the strange black office is

well-known by now. Unfortunately, not all interested alumni were able to fit in

it, which is why we, together with Nadine Gerlach (alumna, biologist, and in

charge of PR at Sea Shepherd), invited everyone to the University of

Bremen. Fortunately! Because a large crowd was interested in this

controversial organization. Read more...

 

 

 

 
NETWORKING FROM, FOR AND WITH ALUMNI  

 

 

 

DISCUSSION: 'INCLUSIVE SCHOOLS WITHIN THE
MIGRATION SOCIETY'

Have you ever wanted to meet Senator Dr. Claudia Bogedan for a good

conversation? You now have the chance. At the next alumni network

meeting, we will be meeting her, the Bremen-based migration researcher

Prof. Dr. Yasemin Karakaşoğlu, and the Bremen-based inclusion researcher

 

https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/newsletter-neu/on-an-espresso-with/on-an-espresso-with-christoph-ranze-managing-director-at-encoway-bremen.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/events/translate-to-english-alumni-macht-karriere/salary-negotiations-safely-managed.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/events/networking-from-for-and-with-alumni/alumni-at-sea-shepherd-on-january-25.html


  

  

  

  

Prof. Dr. Natascha Korff. The topic of the network meeting will be ‘Inclusive

schools within the migration society.’ Mark your calendars for May 23! Read

more...

 

 

 

 

ALUMNI AT THE BUNDESTAG ON JUNE 7

We have been invited to the Bundestag! Sarah Ryglewski, Bremen member

of the Bundestag and alumna of the University of Bremen, gives us the

opportunity to travel to Berlin. The one-day excursion to our capital was fully

booked at a breakneck pace. However, you can still enter our waiting list.

Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

AWARD CEREMONY OF THE CAMPUS PRIZE

We were a partner of the campus prize – research for a sustainable future

already last year when it was firstly awarded. In 2018, Alumni der Universität

Bremen e. V. again supports the awards. We would like to invite all of our

members to the award ceremony as part of a special event in our series

‘Networking of, for, and with alumni.’ Read more...

 

 

 

 
CAMPUS-NEWS  

 

 

 

THE WELCOME CENTER OF U BREMEN RESEARCH
ALLIANCE - WELCOME TO BREMEN

In the framework of the Excellence Initiative of Bremen University, the

Welcome Center initiated as well. Since October 2012, the services of the

research alliance have been bundled. Being an active marketing tool, the

Welcome Center as a new service point is given special attention – and for a

good reason! Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

A STRATEGY FOR THE UNIVERSITY

Visionary thinking and farsightedness are needed for shaping the University

of Bremen. The 2018-2028 strategy has been developed – read for yourself!

Read more...

 

 

 

 
NEWSFLASH  

 

https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/events/details-discussion.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/events/details-alumni-in-the-german-bundestag-on-june-7-2018.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/events/award-ceremony-of-the-campus-prize.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/newsletter-neu/campus-news/the-welcome-center-of-u-bremen-research-alliance-welcome-to-bremen.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/university/press-office/all-news/details/news/detail/News/a-strategy-for-the-university.html


  

  

  

  

  

 

 

TRAVELING AUTONOMOUSLY WITH PHYSICAL
DISABILITIES

While the Paralympics take place, the BIBA – Bremen Institute for Production

and Logistics continues their research on facilitating travel for people with

disabilities. How wonderful! It is with pleasure that our alumni look back to

their visit at the research center. Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

ANDREAS BREITER AGAIN VICE PRESIDENT

Second term for Andreas Breiter at the university. He is professor for Applied

Computer Science at the Department of Mathematics/Computer Science and

is excited to be able to initiate cooperations in several directions as vice

president for research, young academics, and transfer. Being able to better

connect the university and society is of utmost importance to him.

Congratulations for continuing the activities at the University of Bremen!

Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

FIVE GRADUATES AWARDED BREMEN STUDY PRIZE

The Study Prize 2017 was awarded in Bremen’s wonderful ‘living room’ – the

upper city hall! Our most heartfelt congratulations! Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

BETWEEN REVOLT AND REPRESSION: WOMEN’S
MOVEMENT IN TURKEY

New insights into the work of women’s movements in Turkey that have been

active for years. An important analysis and perception of the tireless

campaigners in times of #metoo and strengthening gender discussions.

Read more...

 

 

 

 

 

IWT JOINS RESEARCH NETWORK U BREMEN RESEARCH
ALLIANCE

The Leibniz Institute for Materials Science – IWT is now part of the U Bremen

Research Alliance.

Welcome to the Network! Read more...

 

https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/university/press-office/all-news/details/news///self-determined-mobility-for-handicapped-persons.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/university/press-office/all-news/details/news/detail/News/andreas-breiter-re-elected-as-vice-president.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/university/press-office/all-news/details/news///five-graduates-awarded-the-bremen-study-prize.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/university/press-office/all-news/details/news/detail/News/between-revolt-and-repression-womens-movements-in-turkey.html
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/university/press-office/all-news/details/news///leibniz-insitute-enters-u-bremen-research-alliance-1.html


  

 

 

 

 

GLACIER MASS LOSS: PAST THE POINT OF NO RETURN

Researchers from the Universities of Bremen and Innsbruck found out that in

the long run, five hundred meters by car with a mid-range vehicle will cost

one kilogram of glacier ice. Read more...
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